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Abstract-We discuss the different aspects and meanings of Mach's principlr'
:Ind present the consequences 11 dynamiC model should lead in order to incorporate this principle. Then we analyse a Weber's force law fQl' gravitation
from this point of view and conclude that. it. seems to be in full complianrp
with Mach's prinCiple.

Recently we applied a Weber's force law for gravitat!On In
order to implement quantitatively Mach's principle, [I]. In thi_~
work we will discuss if this model is in agreement with the idpa:.
of Mach.
To begin with we must discuss the meaning of «Mach's principle». What does it mean? Let us quote Mach in order to han'
some idea of the meanings of his principle. All quotations arc from
his main work related to this subject, ,.The Science of Mechanics",
~l:

.

«Try to fix Newton's bucket and rotate the heaven of fixed star;:;
and then prove the absence of centrifugal forces.» (p, 279)
«The principles of mechanics can, indeed, be so conceived, th<l!
even for relative rotations centrifugal forces arise.» (p, 284)
«Newton's experiment with the rotating vessel of water simply
informs us, that the relative rotation of the water with respect to
the si-1e~ of the vessel produces no noticeable centrifugal forces
but that such forces are produced by its relative rotation with reo
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sped to the mass of the earth and the other celestial bodies.»
II'. 284)

·d have remained to the present day the only one who insists
referring the law of inertia to the earth, and in the case of
motiol1s of great spatiiil and temporal extent, to the fixed stars.»

UpUIl

(p. :tl(j)

Tllis last quotation indicates that to Mach it is meaningless to
spf':lk of absolute space, as in practice we are always referring
m(l(iol1 to the earth or (in the case of planetary motion) to the
fr .. mc of fixed stars (nowadays we could speak of the frame in
Wllich the most distant galaxies are seem without rotation, or the
framc in which the cosmic background radiation is isotropic). In
this respect Pais is correct when afirming that Mach's innovation
W:1S the abolition of absolute space and the introduction of the
fb.:l'ri stars idealized as a rigid system in its place, [3]. Instead
of Newton's three laws of nbtion Mach propoced a set of altern atin' propositions of his own, [2, pp. 264·71 and p. 303]. Although
in his kt'y definition of inertial mass (<<The mass-ratio of any two
baoies is the negative inverse ratio of the mutually induced acceleratioll of those bodies») he did not specify dearly the frame of reo
f!'fcncC' with respect to which the accelerations in this definition
~h()111d be measured, it is evident from his writings that he had in
mind tbe frame of fixeq stars. This has been shown conclusively
in ;m important paper by Yourgrau and van der Merwe, [4].
But if Mach's principle were restricted to this aspect we could
Sl!o;[H'ct that it was only a question of language. That is, intead of
Nt'\doll'S absolute space we could speak of Mach's frame of fixed
st;)!":=: ullcl then ,all would be settled. But the first three quotations
of Mnch which we presented earlier indicate a stronger meaning.
In f;)et they show a dynamic origin, for Mach, of the centrifugal
force. That is, the centrifugal force is a real force which appears
in <l frame of reference in which the sky of stars is rotating. This
2slw('i cnJ1not be derived from Newton's laws of motion nor even
froll1 his universal law of gravitation. As a matter of fact a sphe·
rir,d shell (or <lny isotropic distribution of mass) exerts no force
in ;] hody anywhere inside this shell. This happens not only if the
spheric;]/ shell is at rest (as Newton showed in the Principia) but
also if this spherical shell is spinning or has any other motion
,('this follows from the fact that' Newton's law of universal gravi.
t;-Jtioll does not depend on the velocity or acceleration of the inter;lctillg masses). So the fixed stars (idealized here as an iso·
tropic distribution of masses) cannot exert anything similar to
a cl'ntrifugal force, according to Newton's laws. Although Mach
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I
did not present a dynamical' theory of his own showing how the
rotating «fixed stars» could exert the centrifugal force, he believed
such a causal law could be discovered, as is apparent from his
stcond statement presented above.
Let us now give a look of what is «Mach's principiell accordinl':
to some authors:
.
«Inertial frames are those which are unaccelerated relative to
the 'fixed stars', that is, relative to a suitably defined mean of all
the matter in the universe.» (Sciama, [5]).
dnertia is not due to movement with respect to 'absolute
space', but due to surrounding matter.» (Brown, [6]).
«The motion and consequently the mass of every single body is
determined (caused, fraduced) by the remaining bodies in the
universe.» (Bunge, [7 ).
«The inertia! properties of matter on the local scene derive in
_,>ome way from the existence of the distant masses of the universe
nnd their distribution in space.» (Schiff, [8]).
«The inertial mass of a body is caused by its interactions with
the other bodies in the universe.» (Reinhardt, [9]).
«Inertial forces should be g~nerated entirely by the motion of
a body relative to the bulk of matter,'in the universe.;&' (Raine,
[10]).
.
«Mach suggested that inertial_motion here on the earth and in
the solar system is causally determined in accordance with some
quite definite but as yet unknown law by the totality of the matter
in the universe.» (Barbour, [11]).
.
It seems that Einstein was the first to coin the term «Mach's
principle» II2]. for the conjecture that the inertial properties of
local matter are determined by the overall matter distribution in
the universe.
From these views we perceive that in order to satisfy Mach's
principle a dyn·amical model must satisfy some rroperties: The
inertial mass of any body must be completely derived from its interaction with the remaining universe; this causal mode! should be
<lble to show that Newton's first law of motion (or an equivalent
to that) can be valid only in a reference frame which is not aceeIrrated relative to the frame of the «fixed stars»; all inertial forces,
including the dictitious» ones (centrifugal, Coriolis, etc) must appear as real forces due to an interaction with the remaining universe (as regards centrifugal and CarioUs forces, they should
appear only in a reference frame relative to which the sky as a
whole is rotating).

/I..s is well known, [9, 10]. 'Mach's prfnciple is not contained in
Einstein's general theory of" relativity, as Einstein himself emphasized, [51. One of the reasons is that in general relativity, inertial
m(lSS is an intrinsic local and invariant property of bodies [10],
In p,uticular Einstein showed that his field equations imply that
a lest-particle in an otherwise empty universe has inertial properties, [5]. Moreover, according to general relativity there are
no observable effects (increase in the inertial mass of a body, for
instance) in a laboratory fr9m a spherically symmetric agglomeration of matter surrounding-it, [9].
.
Let us then analyse to what extent Mach's principle is incorporated in a Weber's force law for gravitation. First one remark.
Mach did not specify what kind of interaction (gravitational, electric, ijlagnetic, nuclear, ... ) was the responsible for inertia-. The
(irst to state clearly that such an interaction had a gravitational
orig-in was Einstein, [13, 14]. This is a natural assumption. (which
we also used) b\Ocause one aspect of Mach's principle is'to derive
the inerti<1l mass from an interaction with the remaining universe.
Now it is a well established fact known since GaWeo and Newton
that the inertial mass is proportional to the gravitational mass 'of
the body and not, for instance, to its electrical charge. This remarkable fact strongly suggests that the interaction responsible
for inertia has a gravitational origin.
The main aspects of our formulation can be stated in two assumptions, [l]:
J) The sum of all forces (gravitational, electric, nuclear, etc)
on any material body is ,always zero in all coordinate frames.
II) The gravitational force exerted by a mater!al point j on a
material point i is given by a Weber's law, namely
1'}{
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In this expression Hg is a constant, mgl and m g} are the gravitational rnass~s of bodies i and j, = 6 and c is a constant with
tile same value of the velocity of light in vacuum.

s

Moreover (' (;j) is the position vector of body i(j) relative to
an arbitrary frame of reference and --; if = ---; i - --;}' r;} = Ifi! I,
~iJ ~ drij Idt, rlj = d2rJ/d,t2.

'w

There are Machian aspects in these two assumptions. The advantage of the first assumption as compared with Newton's second law of motion (~Fj~ =
ll(U) stems from the fact

d(m;;,

al/}

\l1at we didn't need- to introduce a priori the key concepts of inerlial mass and absolute space
(or inertial frame). As Newton began with this equation he was
obliged to introduce previous to that the meaning of inertial
mass (the mass which appears in the right hand side of this equation) and of absolute space (the frame in which is valid his equation of motion). As regards Ollr second assumption the Machian
aspects are the utilization of only relative distances, velocities
and accelerations between the interacting bodies (rlj. rj/ and '~lj)'
and the utilization of Newton's action and reaction law in the
strongest form (there is no other meaningful direction for two
bodies interacting with one another than the straight line joining
them) .
Some authors have worked' pre~ious to us with models like
this [5, 6, 15-18]. Sciama, [5], in parti-cular, seems to have been
the first to state a particular form of our first assumption. The
was that he suppos·
first limitation of his hypotesis ( ~ :PJ1 =
al/ J

0)

ed it valid only for gravitational interactions, while we applied it
to all kinds of interaction. But more serious to that was the fact
that he "{estricted the validity of his postulate only to the rest·
frame of the test body with feels the interaction. We, on the other
hand, supposed it valid in all coordinate systems. The reason for
that is very simple. He utilized as his force law a similar to Lo·
rentz's force as applied to gravitation. As is well, known Lorentz's
force depends on the position and velocity of the test body, but not
on its acceleration. So Sciama was able to derive l: F = -m
(where;; here is the acceleration of the universe relative to the
test body) only in the rest frame of the particle. He could not de·
rive such a law in the rest frame of the universe (i. e., in the frame
of the fixed stars). As we will see in the sequence, we suceeded in
deriving a similar to Newton's second law in this last frame.
Returning to our work, we divided all bodies interacting Witll
an arbitrary body 1 in two parts. The first one is the isotropic (re·
lative to the arbitrary coordinate system which specified the radius vectors) distribution of matter surrounding this body 1. The
second part is the anisotropic distribution of bodies surrounding

a
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i1; (as, for instance, objects in its proximity as a spring and a rna,·
gnet, the Earth, the Sun, the Milk Way, etc). This part is what
g-ivesN rise
_ to the usual Newtonian forces, and which we represent
by ~

Fj1 • According to Newton's law of uni\'ersnl gravitation

1::2

(but not according to Weber's law) the first part will exert no net
force on the internal body 1. On the other hand Ollr main result
W;lS to show that the resultant force of this part on mgl (the force
of the distant galaxies on m gl ) is usually different from zero._In a
fr(lll1e of reference in which the universe is rotating with w (t)
this force is given by, [1]:

-cflmgl[a1+T1X d;~ +2U1X;+~X(;;X':;)]
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.IS Hubble's constant and Po is the

mean estimated gravitational mass, density of the universe). In
this expression
and
are, respectively, the radius vedor,
velocity and acceleration of body I relative to this frame of reference in which the isotropic universe rotates with
(t).
Combining these two expressions with our first assumption
yields an equivalent to Newton's second law· of motion, namely:
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Now we can discuss more precisely to what extent this model
implements Mach's principle. As was first pointed out by Einstein,
[\9), a model of interaction satisfying Mach's principle should
lead to some consequences, namely. [9];
1) The inertial mass of a body should increase with the agglomerJtion of masses in its neighborhood.
2) A body in an nfherwise empty universe should have no
inert i::l.
:1) A body should experience an acceleration if nearby bodies
are accelerated. The accelerating force should be in the same difE'ction as the acceleration of the latter.
4) A rotating body should ganerale inside it a Cariolis force_

26'

All tlrese consequences follow from Weber's force law. If w(>
surround body I by an extra spheri-caJ shell there will be an extra
force proportional to

InKI

and

a], which can

be interpreted either

as an increase in the inertial mass of 1 or as a change in the
coupling «constant» G = Hg/fl), This answers to consequence (I).
Consequence (2) follows from our equation (2) simply making
flo = 0, so that <D = 0 and there will be no inertia. It is easier to
I)bserve consequence (3) from Eq. (I) . .considering bodies i and j
l110ving along the X axis, with XI < xi' Eq. (1) can be written as

-. _
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This means that if j- is accelerated to the right (x) > 0) th,ere will
be a curr.ponent of the force acting on m1 proportional to Xl and
pointing also to the right, in agreement with consequence (3). The
last consequence is evident from Eq. (2), where
is tl'ie angular
I'Otation of the surrounding body (a sphericaL distribution of
mass) .
Just a few further remarks. The proportionality between inertial and gravitational masses folJows at once from this formula·
tion. This is due to the fact that we only began with gravitatiomll
masses so that in the right hand side of Eq. (2) the mass which
appears in these inertial forces is already a gravitational mass.
We' can recover Newton's second law without- the «fictitious» forces simply by moving to a coordinate system in which the universe
is not rotating, so that;; = O. This is what should be expected
from Mach's ideas. In our work we derived also the kinetic energy
(another place where the inertial mass appears in classical me·
chanics) as an energy arising from a gravitational interaction with
the remaining universe, [I]. All these aspects seem to be worthy
of consideration.
,
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